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Summary: Sharing BSA resources can be helpful for community banks. A recent
interagency statement provides some options and steps to stay safe.
Community bankers hear all the time about how regulations are being eased, but we wanted to put it to the test.
We went to one regulator's website and looked at the number of pages of regulations bankers had to absorb in
the first half of the year and then doubled it to approximate the annual load. Drum roll please... your team will
need to deal with about 1,500 pages of rules just to keep up. We thought you might be interested to know how
much you were dealing with as a team this year, as you prepare for 2019. Good luck bankers!
Along these lines, federal regulators recently issued an Interagency Statement that provided information on
effectively sharing Bank Secrecy Act resources, as well as the benefits and the risks associated with
collaborative resource sharing arrangements. This is important for community banks as compliance costs have
been steadily increasing and denote a larger percentage of total costs than at bigger banks.
In fact, according to a survey by LexisNexis Risk Solutions, smaller firms with assets less than $10B (including
banks) spend an average of $695k on AML human resources, with 58% of the total AML compliance operations
costs being labor. Since labor costs tend to increase over time, this is an area of focus for smaller firms and
banks.
One way to help manage your costs is to share resources. If you have already been doing this, then hats off to
you for engaging in this resourceful and cost-effective practice. If not, it may be something to consider.
Banks have found ways to leverage resources such as sharing a BSA trainer or staff performing specific
internal controls among a small group of banks. Some examples of tasks to share include:
1) reviewing, updating, and drafting BSA/AML policies and procedures; 2) reviewing and developing risk-based
customer identification and account monitoring processes; 3) tailoring monitoring systems and reports for the
potential risks.
This sharing can also provide smaller banks with specialized expertise that it may not otherwise have in-house.
Having a collaborative arrangement for a BSA Officer may work between affiliated banks, but generally would
not work for most community banks. If community banks do consider sharing a BSA Officer, they should
carefully consider this option, as the confidentiality of SARs could be an issue.
Sharing resources such as databases is also helpful and cost-effective. According to the same LexisNexis
survey, as many as 59% of smaller financial firms rely on shared interbank compliance databases for greater
efficiencies.
If you choose to share BSA/AML resources, you will want to remember: the bank's risk profile, suitable
documentation, any legal restrictions, and the formation of appropriate oversight mechanisms. Remember also
that ultimately, each bank is responsible for ensuring its own compliance with BSA requirements, and that
sharing resources does not relieve the bank of this responsibility. Lastly, your BSA sharing plans and
agreements should be consistent with sound principles of corporate governance and reviewed in advance by
the bank's board of directors.
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BANK NEWS
M&A Activity
1) The First ($2.5B, MS) will acquire Florida Parishes Bank ($382mm, LA) for $86.1mm in stock (100%) or
about 1.90x tangible book. 2) North Easton Savings Bank ($553mm, MA) will merge with Mutual Bank
($518mm, MA) for an undisclosed sum. 3) Peoples Bank ($4.0B, OH) will acquire The First Commonwealth
Bank of Prestonsburg, Inc. ($311mm, KY) for $45.4mm in cash and stock or about 1.98x tangible book. 4)
Evansville Teachers FCU ($1.5B, IN) will acquire American Founders Bank, Inc. ($88mm, KY) for an
undisclosed sum. 5) Citizens Bank ($124B, RI) will acquire wealth management firm Clarfeld Financial Advisors
LLC for an undisclosed sum. Clarfeld has $7.5B in assets under management. 6) Fidelity Bank & Trust
($816mm, IA) will acquire State Bank ($378mm, IA) for an undisclosed sum. 7) Enterprise Bank & Trust ($5.5B,
MO) will acquire Los Alamos National Bank ($1.3B, NM) for $213mm in cash (18%) and stock (82%) or 2.02x
tangible book.

Walmart Lawsuit
The Wall Street Journal reports Walmart is suing credit-card issuer Synchrony Financial and is asking for
$800mm in restitution. Walmart is claiming that some of Synchrony's underwriting standards were financially
detrimental.

Banked Unbanked
The FDIC reports the percentage of "unbanked" US households dropped to its lowest level ever, dipping to
6.5%.

CHECK IMAGING FOR CANADIAN CASH LETTERS
PCBB's enhanced cash letter service for Canadian checks can help your bank minimize its credit exposure,
increase operational efficiency and deliver faster fraud notification. Learn more about our check imaging for
Canadian cash letters.
Copyright 2018 PCBB. Information contained herein is based on sources we believe to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed.
Customers should rely on their own outside counsel or accounting firm to address specific circumstances. This document cannot be reproduced
or redistributed outside of your institution without the written consent of PCBB.
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